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Abstract: Web site applications are some of the most challenging high-performance applications currently being developed and deployed. The challenges emerge from the specific combination of high variability in workload characteristics and of high performance demands regarding the service level, scalability, availability, and costs. In recent years, a large body of research has addressed the Web site application domain, and a host of innovative software and hardware solutions have been proposed and deployed. This paper is an overview of recent solutions concerning the architectures and the software infrastructures used in building Web site applications. The presentation emphasizes three of the main functions in a complex Web site: the processing of client requests, the control of service levels, and the interaction with remote network caches.

1. Introduction

Web site applications are some of the most challenging high-performance applications currently being developed and deployed. This class of applications spans a wide range of activities including commercial sites, like on-line retailing and auctions, financial services, like on-line banking and security trading, information sites, like news and sport events, and educational sites, like digital libraries.

The challenges that should be addressed by high-performance Web site applications emerge from the characteristics of workloads and the complexity of performance constraints that these applications have to support. In general, a Web site application provides one or more types of services developed on top of an HTTP-based infrastructure. These services may span a large range of functionalities, from delivery of static content, to execution of site-specific computations and database queries, and to streaming content. Consequently, the services offered by a site may differ with respect to request rates, response time constraints, and computation and bandwidth needs.

Numerous studies demonstrate that Web traffic is increasing at a high rate. Moreover, the throughput that Web sites need to sustain continues to increase dramatically. Figure 1 illustrates this trend by presenting the increase of (a) daily Web traffic and of (b) peak hits per minute at major sporting and event Web sites hosted by IBM from February 1998 through September 2000. This trend raises important capacity planning problems, given that having sufficient capacity to handle traffic at a given point in time might not be sufficient several months in the future.

Another challenging characteristic of Web traffic is its burstiness, given that request rates during peak intervals may be several times larger than their average rates [37]. Cost-effective solutions to this challenge multiplex several independent Web applications over the same computing and networking infrastructure in order to appropriately balance performance and cost parameters [5]. However, this raises the need for complex mechanisms for service level control.

Practically anyone who has used the Web is aware of the fact that requests can incur long response delays. On the path of a client’s interaction with a Web site application, there are many components of the Web infrastructure where performance problems can occur. The Web site itself can be a major bottleneck. Particular attention is required for Web sites generating significant dynamic or encrypted content. Previous research has shown that generating dynamic content can consume significant CPU cycles [35,36], while serving encrypted content via SSL can be more than an order of magnitude more expensive than serving unencrypted content [4].
While predictable response time is not the most critical performance demand a Web site is designed for, failing to address it may have significant business consequences. Long waits can deter users who are not willing to spend significant amounts of time accessing a Web site in order to retrieve content of interest. Moreover, unpredictable response times combined with availability gaps can make a Web site unsuitable for mission-critical applications. These problems might be due to failures of systems along the path between clients and Web sites, but often their cause lies in the Web site itself. The site’s architecture and software infrastructure are likely to not scale well with high peak request rates or highly variable per-request resource needs.

Overall, the high growth rate of client population and the increased complexity of interactions and content models result in demands for high throughput, high availability, low response times, and reduced costs. To address these demands, innovative software and hardware solutions are required. Recently, a large body of research has addressed Web site-related problems. This paper is an overview of recent solutions concerning the architectures, software infrastructure services, and operating system services used in building high performance Web site applications.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the architecture of a high performance Web site, identifying the main components and briefly discussing implementation challenges and recent solutions. Sections 3–5 review the challenges and solutions proposed for several Web site functions which have a significant impact on performance – the processing of client requests (Section 3), the control of service levels (Section 4), and the interactions with remote network caches (Section 5). Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper highlighting several problems for future research.

2. Web site architecture

In this section, we introduce the main elements of a high-volume Web site architecture. Focusing on their role in processing client requests, we categorize the components of a Web site’s architecture in three layers: the request distribution layer, the content delivery layer, and the content generation layer. The request distribution layer performs the routing of requests to the Web site’s nodes or subsystems that can appropriately process them. The goal of request distribution is to ensure the targeted levels of throughput, response time, and availability. This task is particularly challenging when the site is offering several services, each with specific resource needs, request patterns, throughput goals, and business values. The request distribution layer includes components such as Domain Name System (DNS) servers, access switches and routers, and infrastructure for performance monitoring and request (re)routing.

The content delivery layer replies to client requests by transmitting content available in disk and memory-based stores, or acquired by interaction with content generation components. A goal of the content delivery layer is to maximize the ratio of requests that can be serviced from local stores, thus minimizing response times and server loads. This layer includes components such as caching proxies, HTTP servers, application servers, and content transformation engines.

Finally, the content generation layer handles content materialization triggered by client requests and
database updates. This layer includes database servers, caches of query results, engines for tracking updates and triggering off-line re-computation, and infrastructure for Web site management.

The three layers of a Web site application may be mapped to a variety of physical configurations ranging from a single node to a worldwide distributed infrastructure. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of a complex Web site which would be similar to those at sites such as IBM’s sporting and event Web sites [34]. The content generation layer is at the central point of the site configuration and typically spans a relatively small geographical area. Content delivery and request routing layers may be widely distributed.

Multiple Web servers would typically need to handle high request rates. In Fig. 2, multiple Web servers satisfy requests dispatched by the connection router according to some load balancing policy. Web sites may be mirrored in geographically distributed locations. A client can then obtain content with less latency by accessing the Web site replica that is closest to it. For some mirrored Web sites, clients must pick the closest site themselves, while for other sites, requests are routed by the network to the closest site [16]. Mirrored Web sites also provide higher availability. If one replica site is down, others are likely to be available.

In the remainder of this section, we briefly discuss the role of the main components in a Web site architecture including DNS servers, caching proxies, connection routers, HTTP servers, query engines, and dynamic content management frameworks. The presentation order follows the flow of a client’s interaction with the Web site application.

**DNS servers**

DNS servers provide client hosts with the IP address of one of the site’s content delivery nodes. When a request is made to a Web site such as http://www.research.ibm.com/hvws, “www.research.ibm.com” must be translated to an IP address. DNS servers perform this translation.

Besides enabling clients to reach the targeted Web sites, DNS servers provide a means for scaling Web sites to handle high request rates. Namely, a name associated with a Web site might map to several IP addresses, each associated with a different set of server nodes. DNS servers select one of these addresses based on a site-specific request distribution policy. This policy may be as simple as Round Robin, but typically it falls into the ‘Least Loaded’ paradigm, attempting to minimize maximum node utilization [15,19]. In the latter case, load estimations are based on observations local to the DNS server (e.g., number of forwarded clients), and on monitoring information provided by each of the nodes (e.g., number of serviced requests, CPU utilization). In either case, the load estimators are likely to have low accuracy, and this is due to several factors.

First, not all requests trigger identical server loads, with load variability likely to increase as the web site complexity increases. Second, DNS servers are not on the path of all of the requests that reach the site, as the results of DNS lookups can be cached. Cached name-to-IP address mappings have lifetimes, called “Time-To-Live” (TTL) attributes, which are provided by the DNS servers and which indicate when these mappings are no longer valid. If a mapping is cached, a subsequent request to the same Web site can obtain the IP address from a cache, obviating the need to contact the DNS server. Thus, the caching of name-to-IP address mappings allows requests to reach the site’s nodes without being load balanced by the DNS server; this increases the risk of load imbalance and limits the effectiveness of DNS-based load balancing [22].

Overcoming these drawbacks by increasing the rate of monitoring reports may be prohibitively expensive. A typical solution is to limit the number of requests that reach the site without the control of the DNS server. This is achieved by setting very short, possibly zero, TTL’s, causing most of the requests to trigger DNS lookups. However, recent research provides evidence that this approach has negative effects on client performance as it may result in significant increase of per-page response times [51]. Consequently, for a scalable Web site, DNS-based request distribution should be coupled with local solutions for load redistributions [8].

**Connection routers**

Clusters dedicated to content delivery typically have a connection-routing front end, a component of the request distribution layer which routes requests to multiple back-end servers. The connection router hides the IP addresses of the back-end servers. This contrasts with typical DNS-based routing in which clients can obtain the addresses of individual back-end servers. However, for sites with multiple connection routers, DNS lookups provide the address of one of these routers.

A connection router includes a router or a switch that may be stand-alone [22,31,46,61], may work with dedicated resource management nodes [54,62], or may be backed by request re-routing systems distributed across the back-end nodes [7,8,63]. The request distribu-
tion policies implemented by the connection router are based on system load parameters and rules for mapping content and service types to resources.

The performance enabled by a connection router is better than that achieved with DNS-based routing [22]. This is mainly because, in comparison to a DNS server, the connection router handles all requests addressed to the site, and thus requests do not reach back-end nodes without first going through the router. In addition, a connection router can have more accurate system load information (e.g., number of active connections, transferred payload), can monitor resource utilization with a much finer granularity, and can determine and exploit the type of the requested service and content.

Besides enabling effective load distribution, connection routers simplify system management. Namely, by hiding the identities of back-end servers, a connection router enables transparent additions or removals of servers. In addition, when a server fails, a connection router can quickly identify the event and stop directing new requests to the node.

Reverse proxies

A Web site’s reverse proxies, also called “Web server accelerators”, are components in the content delivery layer that attempt to service client requests from a high-performance cache. When this is not possible, requests are forwarded to the Web site. A key difference between a reverse proxy and a proxy cache that serves an institution or a region is the mix of cached content. An institution or region cache, also called a forward proxy, includes content from a large set of Web sites and therefore has a large working-set size, requiring an extensive amount of storage to obtain reasonable hit rates. In contrast, a reverse proxy cache includes content from a single site. Therefore, its working set is relatively small. Less storage is thus required for a reverse proxy to achieve good hit rates.

A reverse proxy may be located both within and outside the physical confines of the Web site. Its physical configuration varies from a cache running on a high-performance connection router [41], to a stand-alone node [32,39], to a cluster [26,30,52,53]. In cluster-based reverse proxies, nodes operate independently or as cooperative caches [30,52]. In typical implementations, reverse proxies do not have disk stores, relying only on main memory caches. Reverse proxies can include the functionality of a content-based router [32], a particular type of connection router in which the target node is selected based on the type of the requested content.

By offloading many of the requests addressed to the regular Web servers at a site, reverse proxies contribute to an increase in the site’s overall throughput. Moreover, their restricted functionality is amenable to efficient implementations, which can boost throughput and reduce response times.

In order to achieve consistency and prevent stale data from being served, a reverse proxy cache should have mechanisms that allow the server to invalidate and possibly push data. The API used in [41] allows dynamic data to be cached in addition to static data. More recently, a significant body of work has addressed the problem of consistency protocols for proxy caches.
Much of this work is relevant to reverse proxies. New proposals aim to reduce Web site overhead and client-observed response times by extending traditional pull-based protocols with push-based methods [21,35,57]. Namely, the Web site keeps track of the proxies caching its content and appropriately pushes invalidation messages when new versions are created.

**HTTP Servers.**

HTTP servers process requests for static and pre-computed dynamic content [48] and provide the underlying framework for execution of application servers, such as IBM’s WebSphere [33], in response to client requests. The main characteristics that distinguish HTTP servers are their software architectures and execution modes. The software architectures of HTTP servers vary from event-based with a single thread handling all client connections (e.g., Zeus [60], NWSA [32], kHTTPd [55]), to a combination of event-based processing and thread-based handling of disk I/O operations (TUX [44]), to pure thread-based processing with connection-to-thread mappings that last for the entire connection lifetime (e.g., Apache [3]). With respect to execution mode, HTTP servers may execute in user mode (e.g., Zeus, Apache) or in kernel mode (e.g., kHTTPd, TUX, NWSA). Both software architecture and execution mode influence the achievable performance levels; significant performance advantages result from event-based kernel-mode servers. Recent research has focused on optimizing the operating system functions on the critical path of request processing. For instance, [11] proposes scalable solutions to the UNIX methods for select and allocation of file descriptors, which are critical for user-mode, event-based servers. [9] proposes a network subsystem architecture that allows for incoming network traffic to be processed at the priority of the receiving process, thus achieving stability under overload and integrating the network subsystem into the node’s resource management system. [47] proposes a unified I/O buffering and caching system that eliminates all data copies involved in serving client requests and eliminates multiple buffering of I/O data, thus benefiting servers with numerous WAN connections, for which TCP retransmission buffers have to be maintained for long time intervals.

**Caching query results**

In the process of serving requests for dynamic content, application servers often query databases. These queries can have significant overhead. Recent research indicates that significant benefits can result from caching query results. Cached results can be used as a whole [20,48] or as a base for sub-queries [42]. Proposed solutions allow query caching to be controlled by the application [20,48] or by the database itself [25]. Application-controlled caching may benefit from exploiting application semantics but may be less effective for complex applications with many relations and a variety of queries. In contrast, query engine-controlled caching can exploit the engine’s detailed understanding of the complete site schema. For instance, a query engine can automatically implement query reformulation in order to produce content that is likely to have higher cache utility.

**Management of dynamic content**

The framework for dynamic content management is a Web site component that tracks information updates and controls the pro-active recomputation of the related dynamic content. Recent research has proved the significant benefits that can result from pro-active content recomputation (and caching) versus the traditional per-request content generation [17,64]. For instance, the approach proposed in [17] is to monitor underlying data which affect Web pages, such as database tables or files. When changes are detected, new Web pages are generated to reflect these changes. The underlying mechanism, called “trigger monitor”, uses a graph to maintain relationships between the underlying data and the Web pages affected by the data. The trigger monitor uses graph traversal algorithms to determine which Web pages need to be updated as a result of changes to underlying data.

To summarize, this section has reviewed the major components of a Web site’s architecture, highlighting related challenges and proposed solutions. In the remainder of this paper, we focus on several functions of a Web site application that have strong implications on the overall performance, namely the processing of client requests, the control of service levels, and the interaction with network caches.

### 3. Processing client requests

Highly accessed Web sites may need to handle peak request rates of over a million hits per minute. Web serving lends itself well to concurrency because transactions from different clients can be handled in parallel. A single Web server can achieve parallelism by multithreading or multitasking among different requests. Additional parallelism and higher throughputs can be
achieved by using multiple servers and load balancing requests among the servers. Sophisticated restructuring by the programmer or compiler to achieve high degrees of parallelism is not necessary.

Web servers satisfy two types of requests, static and dynamic. Static requests are for files that exist at the time a request is made. Dynamic requests are for content that has to be generated by a server program executed at request time. A key difference between satisfying static versus dynamic requests is the processing overhead. The overhead of serving static pages is relatively low. A Web server running on a uniprocessor can typically serve several hundred static requests per second. This number is highly dependent on the data being served; for large files, the throughput is lower.

The overhead for satisfying a dynamic request may be orders of magnitude more than the overhead for satisfying a static request. Dynamic requests often involve extensive back-end processing. Many Web sites make use of databases, and a dynamic request may invoke several database accesses; these database accesses can consume significant CPU cycles. The back-end software for creating dynamic pages may be complex. While the functionality performed by such software may not appear to be compute-intensive, such middleware systems are often not designed efficiently. Many commercial products for generating dynamic data are highly inefficient.

One source of overhead in accessing databases is connecting to the database. In order to perform a transaction on many databases, a client must first establish a connection with a database in which it typically provides authentication information. Establishing a connection is often quite expensive. A naive implementation of a Web site would establish a new connection for each database access. This approach could overload the database with relatively low traffic levels.

A significantly more efficient approach is to maintain one or more long-running processes with open connections to the database. Accesses to the database are then made with one of these long-running processes. That way, multiple accesses to the database can be made over a single connection.

Another source of overhead is the interface for invoking a server program in order to generate dynamic data. The traditional method for invoking server programs for Web requests is via the Common Gateway Interface (CGI). CGI works by forking off a new process to handle each dynamic request; this incurs significant overhead. There are a number of faster interfaces available for invoking server programs [34]. These faster interfaces use one of two approaches. The first approach is for the Web server to provide an interface to allow a program for generating dynamic data to be invoked as part of the Web server process itself. IBM's GO Web server API (GWAPI) is an example of such an interface. The second approach is to establish long-running processes to which a Web server passes requests. While this approach incurs some interprocess communication overhead, the overhead is considerably less than that incurred by CGI. FastCGI is an example of the second approach [45].

In order to reduce the overhead for generating dynamic data, it is often feasible to generate the data corresponding to a dynamic page once, store the page in a cache, and to serve subsequent requests to the page from cache instead of invoking the server program again [35,48,64]. Using this approach, dynamic data can be served at the same rate as static data.

However, there are types of dynamic data that cannot be pre-computed and serviced from the cache. For instance, dynamic requests that cause a side effect at the server such as a database update cannot be satisfied merely by returning a cached page. For example, consider a Web site that allows clients to purchase items using credit cards. At the point at which a client commits to buying something, that information has to be recorded at the Web site; the request cannot be solely serviced from the cache.

Personalized Web pages can also present problems for caches. A personalized Web page would contain content specific to a client such as the client's name. Such a Web page could not be used for another client. Therefore, caching the page is of limited utility since only a single client can use it. Each client would need a different version of a page.

One method which can reduce the overhead for generating dynamic pages and enable caching of some parts of personalized pages is to define these pages as a collection of fragments [18]. In this approach, a complex Web page is constructed from several simpler fragments that may be recursively embedded. This is efficient because the overhead for composing an object from simpler fragments is usually minor compared to the overhead for constructing the object from scratch, which can be quite high.

The fragment-based approach also makes it easier to design Web sites. Common information that needs to be included on multiple Web pages can be created as a fragment. In order to change the information on all pages, only the fragment needs to be changed.

In order to use fragments to allow partial caching of personalized pages, the personalized information on a
Web page is encapsulated by one or more fragments that are not cacheable, but the other fragments in the page are. When serving a request, a cache composes pages from its constituent fragments, many of which can be locally available. Only personalized fragments have to be created by the server. As personalized fragments typically constitute a small fraction of the entire page, generating them would require lower overhead than generating all of the fragments in the page.

Generating Web pages from fragments provides other caching benefits as well. Fragments can be constructed to represent entities that have similar lifetimes. When a particular fragment changes but the rest of the Web page stays the same, only the fragment needs to be invalidated or updated in the cache, not the entire page. Fragments can also reduce the amount of cache space taken by a collection of pages. Suppose that a particular fragment $f_1$ is contained in 2000 popular Web pages which should be cached. Using the conventional approach, the cache would contain a separate version of $f_1$ for each page resulting in as many as 2000 copies. By contrast, if the fragment-based method of page composition is used, only a single copy of $f_1$ needs to be maintained.

A key problem with caching dynamic content is maintaining consistent caches. The cache requires a mechanism, such as an API, allowing the server to explicitly invalidate or update cached objects that have become obsolete. Web objects may be assigned expiration times that indicate when they should be considered obsolete. Such expiration times are generally not sufficient for allowing dynamic data to be cached properly because it is often not possible to predict accurately when a dynamic page will change. This is why a mechanism is needed to allow the server to explicitly keep the cache updated.

Server performance can also be adversely affected by encryption. Many Web sites need to provide secure data to their clients via encryption. The Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL) [27] is the most common method for passing information securely over the Web. SSL causes serious performance degradation [4]. In addition, the overhead of providing secured interactions may be unnecessarily increased if embedded images that do not include private content are specified by the Web content designer as requiring secure transmission.

While objects encrypted via SSL generally cannot be cached within the network, they can be cached within browsers if they have expiration times. Web sites can thus considerably reduce their encryption workloads by properly setting expiration times for objects that need to be encrypted.

To summarize, this section has addressed the elements involved in the actual processing of HTTP requests that have significant overhead. Among these, the generation of dynamic content is one of the most critical, particularly for Web sites that generate significant dynamic content.

4. Control of service levels

The control of service levels is a major concern for many deployed Web site applications. This is motivated by business reasons, including the need to maximize resource utilization and the need to keep clients motivated to access the site by delivering responses within reasonable time. Challenges stem from the characteristics of Web site workloads that typically exhibit high burstiness of arrivals and high variance of per-request resource usage.

The problem of controlling the service levels in a Web site has been addressed in different formulations by a large body of research. The most frequently considered formulations include:

- **Single service – maximal performance.** [8,22,29,46,61,63] In the simplest formulation, a Web site provides a single type of service. The goal of service-level control is to maximize throughput and minimize response times across all of the requests received by the system.

- **Multiple services – differentiated performance.** [2,62] In a more general formulation, a Web site provides several types of services, each characterized by a relative importance coefficient. The goal of service-level control is to ensure that requests for more important services receive better service quality while less important services do not starve.

- **Multiple services – isolated performance.** [1,5,6,10,54] In an alternative formulation for Web sites providing multiple services, each service is associated with a minimum performance level, known as a Service Level Agreement (SLA), and defined by bounds on performance metrics like sustainable request rate, response time, and availability. The goal of service-level control is to ensure that each service achieves the SLA levels while the system resources are effectively exploited.

Research has addressed the problem of service level control for Web sites based on host and cluster systems. For host-based sites, solutions are defined by methods for dispatching requests to the available execution
threads [1,2] and for enforcing that these threads do not use more than service-specific shares of the CPU and disk resources [10]. For cluster-based sites, solutions are defined by methods for dispatching client requests to content delivery hosts and for performance monitoring. For both types of sites, request-dispatching solutions may include rules for discarding requests in order to prevent the system from reaching overload. In the remainder of this section, we discuss the solutions proposed for each of the three formulations of the service-level control problem, focusing on the solutions for cluster-based sites, the most relevant configuration for high performance Web sites.

**Single service – maximum performance**

In the most frequently addressed model of service level control, all requests reaching the Web site have equal importance. The goal is to maximize the site’s throughput by ensuring that the load is well balanced across all of the site’s processing nodes. A secondary goal is to minimize the average response time. Sample approaches include the increase of per-node hit ratios in the memory cache and reduction of wait times in node service queues.

All solutions are based on the existence of a control component that is invoked for each new connection or request to decide to which node it should be dispatched or whether it should be dropped. The decision is based on per-node information, such as estimates of current CPU and disk loads, accessible content, and memory cache content. In addition, the decision might consider request characteristics, such as target content group, actual URL, and expected resource needs. When the identity of the requested content is a parameter of the dispatching decision, the controller includes a request analysis component.

The feature of the control mechanism that has the strongest impact on performance and scalability is the placement of its modules for dispatching decision and request analysis. The proposed solutions include the following: (1) both dispatching decision and analysis are performed by the connection router, (2) dispatching decision is made by a specialized node, while analysis is done by processing nodes, and (3) both dispatching decision and analysis are performed by each of the processing nodes.

Solutions based on connection router decisions and focusing only on throughput maximization have been the first to appear.\(^1\) In this group, the most common request distribution policy is Weighted Round-Robin (WRR), in which the number of requests directed to a node is inversely proportional to its load [22]. Sample of per-node load estimators include the number of established connections, response times to probe requests sent by the controller, CPU utilization, and a combination of CPU and disk utilizations. Alternative policies include "Least Loaded First" and weighted "least connections" – with weights reflecting the relative capacities of the nodes [50].

While characterized by a relatively low overhead, decisions based only on load information cannot exploit content distribution across the disk stores and memory caches of the individual servers. To address this problem, content-based routing is used. A content-based router examines each request and dispatches it to a node that has access to the necessary content and is likely to deliver it with the least overhead. This method can also be used to route certain types of requests to designated servers. For example, a content-based router could send all dynamic requests to a particular set of servers.

The drawback to content-based routing is that it introduces considerable overhead. Besides the actual overhead of reading and parsing the request, a connection management overhead is incurred. Namely, in order to examine the request content, the router must terminate the connection with the client, establish a connection to the server, and transfer messages between client and server. The transfer overhead is higher than for a regular (i.e., layer 4) router, which forwards messages between client and server without terminating the connection. In a straightforward implementation of content-based routing, the router is involved in the transfer of all of the data exchanged by client and server [61]. Better performance is achieved by using a TCP handoff protocol which transfers the client connection from the router to the server in a client-transparent manner [22,46]. In this case, the router is only involved with the transfer of content sent by the client (mostly ACKs), which results in a much lower overhead than the transfer of all of the content sent by both server and client.

For content-based dispatching, a straightforward method is to use a fixed partition of content to nodes. However, this may lead to low throughput performance because of the high propensity for load imbalances. A viable solution considered in [46,61] is to have the controller direct each request to a node that has recently serviced the same content if this is not heavily loaded relative to other nodes in the system. This

---

\(^1\) Refer to [50] for a survey and taxonomy of router-based solutions.
leads to higher locality and hit rates in server caches. Load can be estimated by the number of active connections [46] or by the weighted sum of CPU and disk utilizations, with fixed weights, defined according to site characteristics [61]. The experimental evaluation presented in [46] demonstrates that a connection router using this locality-aware content-based redirection can achieve more than twice the performance of a router using WRR.

However, recent studies provide experimental evidence that content-based routing implemented by the connection router does not scale well with cluster size and processing power and is limited by the capacity of the router. Addressing this drawback, [7] proposes a distributed architecture in which the request analysis is performed by the processing nodes and the dispatching decisions are made by a dedicated node. Given the relatively low overhead of decision making and load monitoring, a dispatcher node based on a 300 MHz PIII machine can sustain a peak of 50,000 connections/sec, which is about an order of magnitude larger than can be achieved with a content-based front-end router that performs both request analysis and decision.

An alternative solution to the access router bottleneck is to have the request distribution decisions made by the processing nodes. In this paradigm, after analyzing a request, a node decides by itself whether to process it locally or to forward it to a peer [8,63]. Typically, the selected peer is the one that is the least loaded, according to the current node’s knowledge of its peers’ loads. For instance, the proposal in [8] uses periodic broadcast to disseminate load information such as CPU load or the number of locally opened and/or redirected connections.

The solution proposed in [63] uses more complex load models and acquisition protocols targeted at maximizing the accuracy of the information used in the dispatching decision. Namely, a request is forwarded to the node with the least load provided this is significantly lower than that of the current node. Load is expressed by the stretch factor of the average response time, i.e., the expected increase in response time with respect to execution on an idle system. The load information may be requested at decision time, or it may be derived from possibly outdated information received previously through periodic multicast; the choice of method depends on the node’s load index (i.e., weighted sum of CPU and disk utilization). This method is suitable for heterogeneous clusters, particularly for workloads with large and highly variable per-request overheads (about 10 sec average and one order of magnitude variance) and relatively low arrival rates (1–3 sec between requests), such as for a digital library.

Both [8] and [63] present experimental results that demonstrate that inter-node request redirection not only solves the scalability problem but also enables a Web site application to effectively accommodate inappropriate load distributions that may result from DNS-based routing or from a high variance of per-request overheads. For instance, [8] presents experiments run on a 3-node server, with two thirds of requests going to one node and one sixth to each of the other two. The request forwarding mechanism is based on connection transfer [12]. The study shows that redirection based on load information (sampled at 1-sec intervals) results in significant improvements relative to the no-redirection approach. Mean response time was reduced by about 70%, variance was reduced by more than an order of magnitude, and throughput increased by about 25%.

To conclude this section, we mention an important theoretical result. [29] demonstrates that the size-based request dispatching policy is optimal with respect to average response time. The size-based policy ensures that the requests directed to the same node have comparable sizes. The optimality result is due to the heavy-tailed distribution of Web content. [29] proposes a method for partitioning the content among the processing nodes and demonstrates by simulation that this scheme results in waiting times at least one order of magnitude lower than round-robin or least-load-first. Unfortunately, for most Web site applications, the applicability of this result is restricted by the difficulty of determining the (approximate) request sizes at the dispatcher.

Multiple services – differentiated performance

After extensively addressing the problem of differentiated Web services in the context of a single host, research has recently addressed this problem in a cluster context. The method proposed in [62] aims at ensuring that the various classes of service that a Web site provides receive prioritized access to resources in accordance with their relative importance to the system. More important services should be guaranteed better service quality, in particular, under heavy load situations. In addition, under light loads, requests for less important services should not starve. Service quality is quantified by the stretch factor defined earlier in this section.

Using a simple queuing theory model, the authors derive basic relationships among per-class stretch factors, node assignments, resource utilization, and importance coefficients. These formulas are evaluated periodically.
using information on the current per-class arrival rates and CPU utilizations to determine the number of nodes to be allocated to a class and the associated request admission rates. This information is used by an access router to limit the number of requests serviced in each class and to appropriately distribute these requests among the nodes assigned to the class. The request-to-node mapping is based on a Least Loaded policy in which the relative CPU and I/O loads of the available nodes are considered.

Multiple services – isolated performance

Numerous solutions for Web site service-level control enable each service in the system to perform at the levels specified by the SLA, as predictable as if the service is running on an isolated system. Toward this end, the performance parameters specified in the SLA are translated into resource reservations (e.g., CPU, disk, and network) that are enforced through system-specific mechanisms. Typical solutions are based on two-layer resource infrastructures. One layer of the infrastructure performs system-level resource management, deciding how the system-level resource reservation of a service is split into per-node reservations. The other layer of the infrastructure performs node-level resource management, enforcing the per-node service reservations.

For node-level resource managers, typical solutions are based on proportional-share resource allocation methods, like the SFQ CPU scheduler considered in [54] and the Lottery Scheduling-based “resource containers” [10] considered in [6]. Each service is assigned a CPU reservation as a percentage of the node’s capacity. The resource manager schedules the thread processing in each service and appropriately charges the resource usage to the corresponding service reservations. Unallocated or unused resources on a node are fairly shared among the active services with reservations on that node.

For the system-level resource manager, the goal is to ensure that each node has enough resources to process the assigned requests. The existence of this component is necessary when client requests directly hit the server nodes based on DNS routing or when the connection router policy is based on criteria other than system load, such as content locality [46].

An effective solution for the system-level component is to start with a default distribution of each service reservation to the available nodes and to periodically adjust the per-node service reservations to accommodate the actual load distribution. A per-node service reservation is increased when the service performs at the maximum of its allocation on the node. However, adjustments do not change the system-level reservation of a service; the increase in reservation on one node is accompanied by equivalent decrease on other nodes [6, 54]. The adjustment decision is based on monitoring information regarding current per-node, per-service resource usage.

In [6], the reservation is increased by a small amount proportional to the relative difference between the default per-node allocation and the actual usage up to a bound (e.g., \( \min \{5, 500 \cdot \frac{u}{D} \} \), where \( D \) is the default allocation and equal on all the nodes, \( u \) is the current utilization, and 5 is a sample bound on the reallocated amount). The actual decision is made by solving an optimization problem that minimizes the distance between the solution and target reservation levels.

The solution in [54], based on similar principles, explicitly accounts for the unallocated resources. The reservation increment is a percentage of the current usage. Also, this solution does not assume that the default per-node reservation is equal for all of the nodes in the system.

Both studies provide evidence that in the presence of bursty arrivals, which are typical of many Web sites, a system with dynamically adjustable per-node service reservations can achieve better resource utilization and performance than a system with fixed per-node service reservations. In addition, these solutions enable high scalability. Experimental results in [54] demonstrate that the control infrastructure scales up to 50,000 (node, service)-pairs for decision periods of 15 sec.

The proposal in [5] is similar but addresses a more complex, two-tier Web site architecture. The first tier includes the content delivery servers, which can be dynamically assigned to particular services depending on load variations. The second tier includes the content generation servers that have a static assignment to services. In addition, the site has network links shared by all the services. A connection router implements request throttling and load-based dispatching. The solution is based on an elaborate and flexible infrastructure for performance control and system management. A high-level resource manager analyzes the monitoring events. For each service, it adjusts the limits of request throttling and the allocation of first-tier servers. The limits of request throttling are determined by the load of the second-tier servers and by the utilization of network resources.

To summarize, this section has presented the main system models considered in service-level control and reviewed relevant solutions in each category of models.
Despite the variety of solutions to enforcing system-specific performance goals, all of the related studies provide experimental evidence that dynamic resource allocation decisions significantly outperform the static solutions in the context of typical Web site workloads. Consequently, the runtime mechanism for service-level control is a critical component in a highly efficient, high-performance Web site application.

5. Caching within the network

Web site performance can be further improved by caching data within the network. Cached data are moved closer to clients, reducing the latency for obtaining the data. Network bandwidth is saved because cached data has to travel over fewer links. Since aggregate network consumption is reduced, this means that latency could also be reduced for uncached as well as cached data. Web site server CPU cycles are saved because fewer requests reach the servers at the Web site.

A recent trend in architecting high-volume Web site applications is the outsourcing of static content distribution. The enabling mechanism is called a content distribution network (CDN) and represents an infrastructure of caches within the network that replicates content as needed to meet the demands of clients across a wide area (Fig. 3). CDNs are provided by companies such as Akamai and Digital Island and are maintained in sites belonging to commercial hosting services such as Exodus.

Practically, the interaction between a Web site, its clients, and a CDN occurs as follows. A Web site pushes (or the CDN prefetches) some of its content into the CDN’s caches. For instance, the content selected for replication in a CDN includes frequently requested image files. When a client is accessing the Web site for an HTML page, it is sent a customized version of the page in which some of the links to embedded objects point to object replicas in the CDN’s caches rather than to the primary copies of these objects at the Web site. The replicas are selected such that the client can achieve the fastest response times. The decision is based on static information, such as geographic locations and network connectivity, and on dynamic information, such as network and cache loads.

The cache infrastructure of CDNs is distributed across wide areas to enable the delivery of Web content from locations closer to clients. Therefore, CDNs contribute to reductions in client-observed response times and in network traffic. Furthermore, CDNs benefit the service quality delivered to clients by dynamically adjusting content placement and per-site resource allocation in response to demand and network conditions.

In addition, a CDN service releases internal Web site resources that can be used to provide better service for requests for non-cacheable content. Moreover, CDNs protect a Web site from unpredictable request bursts, obviating at reasonable cost the need for excess capacity at the Web site. This is because CDNs maintain the necessary network and computation resources that are used to service several Web sites.

CDNs represent the Web site-biased alternative to the caching within the network, while Web proxy caches represent the client-biased alternative (Fig. 3). For Web proxy servers, which are typically deployed to service clients within administrative and regional domains, the performance benefits from caching result from the overlap in Web content accesses across the client population. Documents accessed by multiple clients can be cached at the proxy server, reducing the need to repeatedly fetch the documents from a remote server. The performance of two commercial CDNs (Akamai and Digital Island) are discussed in [38], and an overview of Web proxy caching is contained in [56].

The remote caching provided by CDNs has several advantages over Web proxy caching. First, content is prefetched into caches directly, whereas proxy caches are populated in response to client requests. Therefore, the Web site’s overhead of offloading the content is incurred only once, and not repetitively, for all proxy caches that access the site.

Second, a Web site has direct control of the content cached by CDNs. It can easily keep track of cached...
content and can use appropriately suited cache consistency protocols. As proxy caches are transparent to Web sites, they can only rely on object expiration times to prevent serving stale data. There is no standard protocol for a server to indicate to the proxy cache that an object has become obsolete.

Third, a CDN provides a Web site with accurate statistics about the access patterns (e.g. number of hits) to the content serviced from its caches. In contrast, the Web site has no information about the content serviced by Web proxy caches. One technique for getting around this problem is for each cacheable page to include a small uncachable image file. Since Web pages typically embed several image files, the relative Web site overhead for serving the uncachable image is relatively low. It is then possible to determine the total requests for content from the site, including requests to data cached by proxy servers, by analyzing log requests for such uncachable image files.

One advantage that proxy caching has over CDN’s is that any Web site can take advantage of proxy caching with no extra cost just by setting expiration times and HTTP headers appropriately. By contrast, people running a Web site have to pay money to a CDN service in order to use one.

A possible concern for the Web site in its selection of a CDN service is the CDN’s ability to cope with unexpected request rates. The quality that a CDN can provide under overwhelming requests bursts or changing network conditions depends on the amount and the distribution of its own resources. Recent research and standardization efforts have focused on enabling CDNs to interoperate towards improving their scalability, fault tolerance, and performance. The solution proposed in [13] is based on DNS-level routing among CDNs. The DNS router, more elaborate than in the case of a single site, maps client DNS server IP addresses to a geographical region and then returns the address of the CDN serving the region. The selection is based on CDN load. Upon receiving a client request, a CDN without a direct agreement with the target Web site acts as a regular Web proxy, retrieving content from the site and appropriately billing the site’s CDN.

Consistency of network caches

A major problem with both CDN and proxy caches is maintaining cache consistency. The ideal is to achieve strong consistency. Strong consistency means that a cache consistency mechanism always returns the results of the latest write at the server. Due to network delays, it is generally not possible to achieve this literal notion of strong consistency in Web caches. Therefore, a more relaxed notion of strong consistency is usually used with regard to the Web, e.g. a cache consistency method is strongly consistent if it never returns data that is outdated by more than \( t \) time units, where \( t \) is the delay for sending a message from a server to a cache [23].

With current standards, strong consistency can be achieved by polling. Namely, the cache polls the server on each client request to see if the cached data is current. This approach results in significant message traffic sent between caches and servers. It also increases response times at caches because a request cannot be satisfied from a cache until the cache has polled the server to ensure that it is sending updated content.

Alternatively, strong consistency can be achieved by server-driven methods in which servers send update messages to caches when changes occur. This approach can minimize update traffic because update messages are only sent when data actually change. However, servers need to maintain state for cached objects indicating which caches store the objects. In addition, problems arise if a server cannot contact a cache due to network failure or the cache being down.

One approach which can reduce the overhead for server-driven cache consistency is to use leases [14,28, 23,57–59]. In this approach, a cache obtains a lease from a server in order to cache an object. The lease duration is the length of time for which the server must inform the cache of updates to the object. After the lease expires, the server no longer needs to inform the cache of updates to the object. If the cache wants to continue to receive update messages, it must renew its lease on the object. Lease durations can be adjusted to balance server and network overheads. Shorter leases require less storage at the server but larger numbers of lease renewal messages. In the asymptotic cases, a lease length of zero degenerates into polling, while an infinite lease length degenerates into the conventional server-driven consistency approach. In the worst case when a server is unable to communicate with a cache, the lease length bounds the maximum amount by which a cached object may be obsolete. If the server and cache are always in communication, the cached object will never be obsolete (modulo communication delays).

A variation on just using leases is to also use volume leases [58]. Volume leases are granted to a collection of objects known as a volume. In order to store an object, a cache must obtain both an object and volume lease for the object. Object leases are relatively long. Volume leases are relatively short. In the worst case
when a server is unable to communicate with a cache, short volume leases bound the maximum amount by which any cached object in the volume is obsolete. The cost of maintaining the leases is low because volume leases amortize the cost of lease renewal over a large number of objects. Techniques for efficiently implementing volume leases for caching dynamic objects are presented in [57].

To summarize, this section has addressed the problem of reducing requests to Web sites by caching data within the network. We focused on CDN services, which have several advantages over traditional Web proxy caches, and techniques for maintaining cache consistency.

6. Conclusion

There are a number of open research problems concerning the improvement of Web site performance. Additional research is needed in the area of caching dynamic Web data at remote points in the network. While several methods have been developed for maintaining consistency, more work needs to be done in demonstrating the feasibility of these methods for large numbers of Web sites and remote caches. One problem that hinders work in this area is the absence of a standard protocol agreed upon by multiple vendors for maintaining cache consistency. Another problem is the difficulty researchers have in obtaining realistic data from Web sites generating significant amounts of dynamic data.

Another important area of research is related to the techniques that Web content designers can use to facilitate performance. For example, Section 3 discussed how Web pages can be constructed from fragments to improve performance and to allow portions of personalized Web pages to be cached by localizing personalized information to specific fragments. More research is needed in order to determine optimal strategies for breaking up Web pages into fragments, both for improving performance and for making it easier to design Web content.

Several aspects of the service-level control problem need to be further explored. For instance, one research topic is related to the service quality model. Current solutions take conservative approaches in ensuring that SLAs are guaranteed in all circumstances. An important open question is whether combining minimal performance level guarantees with best effort reallocation of unused resources across services leads to better performance under highly bursty request arrivals.

Another topic of importance is the implication of cooperative CDNs on Web site performance. A Web site interacts with a CDN other than the one it has explicitly selected as if the CDN were a regular Web proxy cache. Therefore, the load observed by the server is larger when its CDN directs its requests to other CDNs. More elaborate methods for CDN cooperation are required in order to guarantee that Web sites observe the offloading negotiated with their selected CDN.
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